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ABSTRACT
Our jobs, and how we do them, are in a constant state of change and the Internet is
changing the way business is done. Online learning is quickly becoming the
educational/training tool of choice as companies rush to bring their employees up to
speed while improving accuracy and productivity without employees losing office time or
incurring travel expenses.
Although online learning is beginning to have a large presence in companies all
over the world, managers are finding that it is not a perfect process. There are challenges
to any new training delivery system and online training is no exception. The United
States Department of Energy (DOE) Headquarters in Washington, D.C. has reported a
problem with getting employees to complete or even start their online course work.
According to Tanya Luckett, DOE Online Leaming Center (OLC) project manager, only
about 50% of the employees who have signed up to access the OLC, a learning,
knowledge management, and career development online portal, have attempted to take an
online course. Ms. Luckett reports that of the 50% who have attempted to take the
courses, only about 20% have completed the courses they started.
Several obstacles to getting trainees to start and complete online courses have
been reported by organizations all over the world. These obstacles can be categorized as
environment, design, technology, and learner motivation. The purpose of this study was
to investigate and identify obstacles to completing the online learning courses at the
DOE. The environmental obstacles include lack of management support, issues with
noise, interruptions and distractions, incompatibility with work demands, time
constraints, lack of social interaction, and improper marketing of the courses. The design
V

obstacles include boring or text-heavy course ~naterial, improper choice of course
delivery systems, unclear direction, and lack of feedback. Technology obstacles are
problems with media choice such as audio or video, overload of the intranet network or
bandwidth, and incompatibilities with equipment. Finally, learner motivation obstacles
are lack ofreinforcement or incentives, problems with learner self-efficacy, and
incompatibilities with learner communication styles and preferences.
The study used a one-shot questionnaire survey. The survey questions were
designed to identify the factors significant to impeding completion of online courses.
Multivariate Analyses of Variances (MANOVAs) were used to look for demographic
differences within the identified factors. If differences were found, individual Analyses
of Variances (ANOVAs) were used to determine how the groups differed within each
significant factor. Means, standard deviations, counts, and frequencies were used to
describe the sample.
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DEFINITIONS
Asynchronous learning - Any learning event that is delivered after the original live event.
Also used to indicate a learning event where the interaction is delayed over time, such as
a correspondence course.
Audio - One-way delivery oflive or recorded sound.
Bandwidth - The amount of data that can be transmitted in a fixed amount of time. For
digital devices, the bandwidth is usually expressed in bits per second(bps) or bytes per
second. For analog devices, the bandwidth is expressed in cycles per second, or Hertz
(Hz).
Computer-based training (CBT) - Any instructional event that can be accessed via a
standalone computer.
Distance Learning - Any learning event where the learner is not required to travel to a
specific location, and is ideally delivered electronically. The U.S. Distance Leaming
Association in Livermore, California, has defined distance learning as: The delivery of
education or training through electronically mediated instruction including satellite,
video, audio, audiographic computer, multimedia technology, and learning at a distance.
E-learning - Internet-enabled learning that encompasses training, education, just-in-time
information, and communication.
Extranet - An intranet that is partially accessible to outsiders
HTML - the authoring language used to create documents on the World Wide Web.
Instrnctional designer (ID) - An individual who applies a systematic methodology based
on instructional theory to create content for learning events.
Instructor-led training (ILT) - Usually refers to traditional classroom training, where a
room of students is led through a class by an instructor. The term is used synonymously
with on-site training and classroom training (c-leaming). With the advent of faster
Internet connections, ILT courses are now being offered over the Internet
Internet - A loose confederation of computer networks around the world that are
connected through several primary networks.
Internet-based training - See Online Learning.
Intranet - A general term describing any network contained within an organization; used
to refer primarily to networks that use Internet technology.
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Leamer - Anyone who accesses information to increase their skills and knowledge.
Multimedia - A computer application that uses any combination of text, graphics, audio,
animation, and/or full-motion video. Interactive multimedia enables the user to control
various aspects of the training, such as content sequence.
Online learning/Online training - Delivery of educational content via a Web browser over
the public Internet, a private intranet, or an extranet. Online learning, Internet-based
training, or Web-based training provides links to learning resources outside of the course,
such as references, email, bulletin boards, and discussion groups. The terms Online
learning, Internet-based training, and Web-based training are used synonymously.
Plug-in - A plug-in is an extension to a Web browser that is required in order to play
certain non-browser-native applications.
Portable Document Format (PDF) - a file format developed by Adobe Systems®. PDF
captures formatting information from a variety of desktop publishing applications,
making it possible to send formatted documents and have them appear on the recipient's
monitor or printer as they were intended.
Self-paced learning - An training delivery method where the learner determines the pace
and timing of content delivery.
Subject Matter Expert (SME) - An individual who is recognized as having proficient
knowledge and skills about a topic or subject area.
Synchronous learning - Leaming event delivered in real time to the learner that can
include immediate, two-way communication between participants.
URL - Specifies the location of a resource that resides on the Internet or an intranet.
Video - One-way delivery of live or recorded full-motion pictures.
Web-based training (WBT) - See Online Learning.
World Wide Web (WWW) - All of the resources and users on the Internet using the
Hype1text Transport Protocol (HTTP), a set of rules for exchanging files, and whose
documents are formatted in a language called HTML.
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CHAP'{ERI
INTRODUCTION
"If you are not being educated in your job today, you may be out of a job
tomorrow. Employee education is not growing 100 percent faster than academia, but 100
times - or 10,000 percent - faster. Over the next few decades the private sector will
eclipse the public sector and become the major institution responsible for learning," assert
Jim Botkin and Stan Davis, authors of The Monster Under the Bed: How Business is
Mastering the Opportunity ofKnowledge for Profit, a book that explains why it's

necessary for businesses to educate employees and consumers (Carliner, "An overview,"
1999, p. 1).
"An organization's ability to learn and translate that learning into action is the

ultimate competitive advantage," touts Jack Welch, Chief Executive Officer of General
Electric (Carliner, "An overview," 1999, p. 1). "According to the most recent study of
corporate America made by the Masie Center, a Saratoga Springs, New York-based think
tank dedicated to exploring the intersection of learning and technology, 92 percent of
large organizations are implementing some form of on.line learning this year ("Cisco e
leaming: e-leaming trends," 2001)." All these statements spell out the implications for a
well-trained workforce. It's all about competition and staying power-survival. A well
trained workforce can mean the difference between a company's survival and its demise.
Hall and Brown (2000) tell us that our jobs and how we do them are in a constant
state of change and the World Wide Web (WWW) is changing the way business is done.
Jobs change, the workplace is evolving, and people must be constantly retrained. The
ability to transcend time and space in both teaching and learning reduces the expense of
1

upgrading knowledge and skills, increases the.number of opportunities for educational
growth, and removes many barriers to learning. "In your career, knowledge is like milk.
It has a shelf life stamped right on the carton. The shelf life of a degree in engineering is

about 3 years. If you're not replacing everything you know by then, your career is going
to turn sour fast," says Louis Ross, Central Training Officer to a group of engineering
students at the Fotd Motor Company (Carhner, "An overview," l 999, µ. l ).
Companies move to online training to cut training and travel costs, and to rapidly
reach large geographically dispersed audiences (Persun, 2000). Organizations are using
online training for such applications as employee orientation, basic skills training, online
degrees, supplements to classroom courses, mandatory business training, annual refresher
courses, common business software applications, and quality control (Carliner, 1999).
To keep up with fast-changing businesses and a .free agent labor force, companies
are finding it necessary to train their people quickly and continually (Dobbs, 2000).
Doug Stefanko, director of e-leaming for the international accounting consultancy,
KPMG, estimates that KPMG's Web-based learning programs cost 70 percent less than
traditional training and take less time to complete (Dobbs, 2000).
The United States Veterans Benefits Administration reports 40 percent of their
staff will reach retirement age between by 2003. This has prompted the agency to
reassign existing personnel and hire many new employees. With all the reassignments
and new-hires, the agency plans to use online training to bring their personnel up to speed
in their new roles as quickly as possible. "One of our targets is to improve accuracy and
productivity in the work we do," says George Wolohojian, director of employee
development and training (Khirallah, 2000, p. 183).
2

General Electric improved its agent re~ponse time by 10 percent by using a
combination of in-class instruction and online simulations focused on the most common
customer requests. IBM reports that it avoided more than $80 million in travel and
housing expenses during 1999 by globally deploying online learning (Delio, 2000).
Classroom training is being superseded in many companies by online training as
evidenced by the Ford Motor Company and Adobe Software systems. Ford replaced
twelve instructor-led courses when it put its dealership certification program online.
Adobe uses the Internet to teach its 750-person sales force about new technologies and
products. With a growing work force scattered across several U.S. locations, Adobe
reported it was a struggle for them not only to develop training programs but to find the
time to bring people together for formal classroom sessions. Before moving to online
training, classroom training meant that introducing employees to new technology
translated into hours of lost office time and huge travel expenses (Dobbs, 2000).

Statement of the Problem/Purpose
Although online learning is beginning to have a large presence in companies all
over the world, managers are finding out it is not a perfect process. There are challenges
to any new training delivery system and online training is no exception.
The United States Department of Energy (DOE) Headquarters in Washington,
D.C. has reported a problem with getting employees to complete or even start their online
course work. Tanya Luckett, the project manager of the DOE Online Leaming Center
(OLC), a learning, knowledge management, and career development online portal at DOE
Headqua1ters, reported that 1,184 employees had signed up to access the OLC as ofMay
3
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2001, which offers more than 1,000 training c9urses online. Ms. Luckett reported that of
those 1,184 registered users, only about 500 (approximately 45%) have attempted to take
an on line course. Of those approximately 500 employees who actually started online
courses over the last several months, only about 100 have completed the courses they
started. That represents only a 20% completion rate for those who started online courses
and only a 10% completion rate for all registered users. Ms. Luckett would like to know
from this study why these percentages are so low so that her department can determine
how to increase the completion rates of the OLC online courses.
There are several obstacles to getting trainees to start and complete online
courses, as evidenced by the review of literature. These obstacles are categorized as
environment, design, technology, and learner motivation. The environmental obstacles
include lack of management support, issues with noise, interruptions and distractions,
incompatibility with work demands, constraints with time, lack of social interaction, and
improper marketing of the courses. The design obstacles include boring or text-heavy
course material, improper choice of course delivery systems, unclear direction, and lack
of feedback. Technology obstacles are problems with media choice such as audio or
video, overload of the intranet network or bandwidth, and equipment incompatibilities.
Leamer motivation obstacles are lack of reinforcement/incentives, problems with learner
self-efficacy, and incompatibilities with learner communication styles or preferences.

4
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Research Questions

The following research questions will be discussed in the study: 1) What are the main
factors deterring completion of online courses?, 2) Which factors are more influential?,
and 3) What other deterrents were found in the comments?

5

CHAPT,E RII
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
What is online learning? Online learnmg encompasses delivery of educational
content via a Web browser over the public Internet, a private intranet, or an extranet.
Online learning, Internet-based training, or Web-based training provides links to learning
resources outside of the course, such as references, email, bulletin boards, and discussion
groups. It provides the advantages of computer-based training while retaining advantages
of instructor-led training. The tem1s Online learning, Internet-based training, and Web
based training are used synonymously (Downing, 1988). The most basic form of online
learning includes some text, simple graphics, and a limited amount of interaction. Some
of the more complex forms of online learning include a vast array of intentional
interaction such as drills for skills training, simulations, scheduled lectures via video
conference, outside discussions via e-mail, and online tests.
Carliner (1999), states on line learning is just one form of all the learning that
makes up distance learning. Distance learning is any learning event where the learner is
not required to travel to a specific location, and is ideally delivered electronically. Some
forms of online learning are computer-based training (CBT), Web-based training (WBT),
computer-based instruction (CBI), and technology-based instruction (TBI). These forms
of online learning can include classes containing PowerPoint presentations, audio, video,
interactive exercises, and knowledge feedback quizzes to test student mastery of the
course content (Blotzer, 2000).

6

Advantages of Ou line Training

According to Glener (1996), there are several advantages to online learning over
traditional classroom training. Online learning sessions are relatively easy and
inexpensive to update and can be completed at the convenience of a learner's schedule or
location. Online courses can be constructed at one location and conducted
simultaneously at several different locations. The courses can be completed at a learner's
own pace and repeated as a reinforcement of the learning. "Nonlinear learning, enabling
a trainee to jump from point A to point D to point B, is a hallmark of CBT [online
training]," (Glener, 1996, p. 57). Also, online tests can be administered in several
different formats.
Hall and Brown (2000), report employee training can occur on existing office
computers without special training facilities and can be asynchronous (taken at any time),
minimizing disruption to office schedules. Employers can train their employees in small
blocks on an as-needed basis to make them profitable to the company in a hurry (Dobbs,
2000). This is very similar to the just-in-time inventory system used by many companies.
Online learning requires high commitment but offers high flexibility.
Asynchronous lectures, discussions with subject matter experts, online tests and
assessments, message forums, audio files, and online libraries can also be found with
online training. Streaming video is available and is expected to improve as bandwidth
improves (Abernathy, 1999).
Online training can integrate media diversity to engage students. Video, graphics,
and sound can be combined to enhance the learning experience. Students can retain
control over the path, pace, and other features of the learning process. Frequent exercises
7

and testing can provide feedback on progress (Blotzer, 2000).
Developing most online learning materials involves a team of people with diverse
skills. These skills can range from course technical design to the ability to act for use in
video presentations, and from graphic design to programming (Carliner, 1999). "The best
e-leaming sites offer convenience (24 hour/7 day a week access), continual feedback via
interactivity with a tutor and other e-students (e-mail and chat rooms), the comfort of
self-paced learning, and an interesting and entertaining learning experience (often
multimedia based). E-learning provides technology upgrade training at participants'
fingertips without having to participate in month-long courses or all-day seminars held
outside the office" (Persun, 2000, p. 55).

Disadvantages of Online Training
As with anything, where there are advantages, there are bound to be
disadvantages. Also, some of the things people consider advantages could be what others
call disadvantages. For example, being able to take on.line courses at one's work station
may be a disadvantage for some because they may not be able to focus on the training
due to noise, interruptions, or work demands. Taking courses at one's own pace may not
be an advantage for those learners who don't have very good time management skills.
Being able to train at home may be a disadvantage to learners who have busy home lives
or slower, more out-dated computer equipment.
Eric Parks, president of Ask International, a Fair Oaks, California firm
specializing in multimedia and Web-based training, relates this story about the problem
with keeping online learners engaged. In his breakout session, "Why Online Learners
8

Drop Out" presented at the Online Learning •~9 conference in Los Angeles, training
managers related to him they had launched a curriculum on Microsoft Office products,
giving employees a choice of taking a Web-based course or a two-day, instructor-led
classroom program on the same topic. While more than 90 percent of those who chose
the classroom option completed the training, only 50 percent of the self-paced Web
learners did so (Zielinski, 2000). Companies and experts are asking why this happens.

Obstacles to Completing Online Courses

The American Society for Training and Development (ASTD) has chosen to
explore why employees seem to be dropping out of Web-based training courses before
completing them. Their studies have shown there are several factors preventing
completion of online courses and among those are environment, design, technology, and
motivation (Zielinski, 2000).
Environmental Obstacles to Completing Online Courses
The obstacles identified with the environment in the review of literature include
lack of management support, noise, interruptions, distractions, work demands, time
issues, lack of social interaction, and inadequate marketing.
Management support. Knowledge Platfo1m's chief executive, Mahboob
Mahmood, stresses getting management buy-in with online courses and expanding the
involvement of people at every level of use. Management Consultant, David Anderson of
Anderson and Associates, points out that many executives, though they may be the
people who are most enthusiastic about online learning, are also not particularly
interested in taking online courses themselves. (Delio, 2000). Respondents of the
9

Forrester Report admitted that executives don:t like training online because it prevents
them from networking. There are no hands to shake on the Internet. Anderson says,
"It's like what they say about business school - the only reason to go is to make
connections. And it's hard to connect with people when your focus is on connecting to
the Internet" (Delio, 2000, p. 2). This raises the question of how the executives will be
able to encourage their employees to take the online training when they won't take it ·
themselves.
Noise. interruptions and distractions. E-mail, telephones, and noise from co
workers conducting daily business in the workplace can distract online learners if they are
required to conduct training at their work stations. Also, noise from a multimedia
program could distract the learner's co-workers. Noise and distractions can be very
frustrating. It is important that learners have a dedicated, quiet, uninterrupted experience
when completing online training. Carliner (1999), recommends that if people have a
positive experience using on line training, they will be more inclined to take another
online course than if their previous experience was negative.
Work demands. For managers, learning at one's workstation may be better in
theory than in practice to management. "Learners may abandon online learning if the
environment is not conducive to sustained attention due to environmental disturbances
like noise or simply work demands," says Frank Rose, the chief learning officer and vice
president at Symbol Tech (Zielinski, 2000, p. 75). Mr. Rose says Symbol Tech is
returning to the learning lab concept to provide a dedicated learning environment for their
online training. He feels online training should be removed from the desktop where
work, not training, is the expected norm.
10

Time issues. Employees often report t]:ley are too overburdened to take the time
necessary to complete online learning courses, especially when the training is conducted
at their work stations (Parks, 2001). With downsizing, work is often shifted to the
remaining employees and unless there is something in it for them like a salary increase, a
possibility of a promotion, or some other perk, they are not likely to find the time for
online training.
Social interaction. One of the findings of a study done by MingMing Jiang at
State University of New York at Albany was that sociocollaborative [more social and
cooperative] course environments are more conducive to perceived learning. In Jiang's
study, students reported higher learning achievements in courses which strongly
emphasized online discussion (Jiang, 1998).
Improper Marketing. An obstacle not often considered is improper marketing or
the lack of communication in letting people know about the availability and benefits of
online training in the workplace. To get the word out, the International Communications
Industries Association (ICIA), created a marketing plan that included direct mail pieces,
seeding the market with demonstration discs, tradeshow promotions, a Web presence, and
trade media coverage. The association started mailing and briefing members about the
online product long before the product was ready, says Brad Caldwell, ICIA 's chairman
and president oflntegrated Media Systems in Anaheim, California (Harris, 2000).
Design Obstacles to Completing Online Courses
Design is an immense obstacle. The online learning environment is more intense,
more learner-centered, and more demanding than the traditional classroom. Writing
content for the Web-based course is different than writing content for other media, such
11

as print. Great print design is likely to be poor Web design. As a result, writing styles
need to change in order to reach an online audience (Carlson and Everett, 2000). Text
heavy or boring course material, fai lure to choose the proper course delivery systems,
unclear direction, and lack of feedback are examples of design obstacles.
Boring or text-heavy course material. According to the author of the Forrester
report, John P. Dalton, much of the problem in getting trainees to complete online
training is caused by firms who simply convert standard instruction manuals into Web
pages. Dalton says, "Studies show that training is least effective when it is reduced to
simple reading- especially when the text is presented on computer monitors. Studies have
shown that onscreen reading retention is 30 percent lower than with printed material.
Couple those factors with the fact that trainers are creating boring online textbooks and
you have a real problem" (Delio, 2000, p. 2).
Many managers who responded to the Forrester Research survey said they were
struggling to convince employees to complete online courses containing boring, text
heavy content and were meeting real resistance from employees who preferred traditional
person-to-person training methods (Delio, 2000). Courseware that is not engaging or
learner friendly, as described by an ASTD study, will affect dropout rates. Results of a
report by ASTD found that good user testing can prevent design problems.
"We punctuated the traditionally dry material, lessons, and even the quizzes with
a bright look mixed with humor. Our ultimate goal was for members to learn from the
materials, and we accomplished that through a hybrid of education and entertainment,"
says Walter G. Blackwell, president and executive director of the Educational
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Communication Foundation for International ~ommunications Industries Association
(Harris, 2000, p. 94).
Delivery systems choices. Course design should be tailored to individual learning
and working styles. User preferences should be taken into account when determining
presentation methods. Some learners prefer to learn first, then try; others prefer the
opposite. Carliner (1999) identified several designs that work with different learner
styles. The first is experiential design. Such courses as simulations of real-world
experiences let users try out various approaches and see the implications of their actions.
Synchronous or participatory design lets the user fully participate in the learning
experience. Synchronous courses require all participants to be online and communicating
with one another at the same time, like a chat room. Asynchronous courses do not
require users to all be online at the same time, like interactive case studies and
simulations, in which participants receive information about a problem one piece at a
time and make decisions about how to proceed. The patient design takes users through
exercises and quizzes, then prescribes alternative explanations and exercises to help
learners master the material. There are many other course designs that can be used very
well in online courses such as case studies, coaching, demonstrations, online references,
simulations, tips, tutorials, and wizards. Taking user preferences into account when
designing courses is important in preventing design from being an obstacle to completion
of online training.
Unclear direction and lack of feedback. Users of online courses should have
access to a live tutor for direction and feedback. "Many distance learners want to feel
they are being plugged in and watched over," says David Passmore, professor of
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education at Pennsylvania State University, wbo has delivered Web-based courses for
years (Zielinski, 2000, p. 75). Professor Passmore says he tries to communicate with
students in some form every day by viewing class submissions, commenting on common
problems, gathering information on students' personal backgrounds, interests, life
experiences, and current employment.
The United States Department of Defense (DOD) has studied how to evaluate
technology-based [online] training and their research indicates that it tends to be more
learner-centered and requires outcome-based results rather than tests as a more effective
evaluation tool (Van Buren, 2000). Learners require feedback with online courses.
Technology Obstacles to Completing Online Courses
Technology problems are perhaps the most frustrating obstacles to overcome with
online training. Technology obstacles include problems with media choice such as audio
or video, network or bandwidth overload, and equipment incompatibilities.
Media choice. The components or building blocks of the learning program are
text, graphics, photographs, animation, audio, and video. Courses that involve extensive
production are those that contain audio, video, and animated sequences. Well designed
video and audio make courses more interesting to the learner, compared to courses that
are simply Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) text. The use of well designed video
and audio provides a storytelling atmosphere that engages learners throughout the entire
course (Carliner, 1999).
Network or bandwidth overload. E-learning applications place heavy loads on
Wide Area Networks (WAN) or Intranets and bandwidth. There is a push to redesign
networks to meet the demands of e-leaming [online] applications, but this hasn't been
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accomplished yet. Audio and video put the greatest demand on bandwidth. Voice
transmissions can be garbled, video starts and stops, and shared applications can flicker
and slow down when streaming media must compete for bandwidth on the network with
other software such as e-mail and data-intensive applications (Cisco Systems, 2000).
Video streams use mass quantities of network bandwidth, even with the most
advanced compression technology, and can clog communication links. "We don' t have
enough bandwidth for good quality one-way video, so two-way video is a ways off," says
Sujata Ramnarayan, senior analyst at Gartner Group (Patrizio, 2000, p. 108). "There are
too many delays on the Internet to allow the video to come out on the other end in high
quality," says Neil McGowan, VP of sales and marketing for Kasenna, in Mountain
View, California (Patrizio, 2000, p. 113). Most experts believe high-quality, fully
interactive, two-way video won't be possible for several years. From May 1999 to
October 1999, the quantity of streaming audio sent over the Internet grew by 487%, while
streaming video grew by 299%, compared with the previous six months, according to the
Gartner Group (Patrizio, 2000).
Equipment incompatibility. Slow download times, network outages, browser
incompatibilities, and plug-in problems are issues instructional designers need to address
up front according to ASTD's research. To combat these issues, trainers should verify
trainee access speeds and ensure that Web content is tested across multiple browsers to
ensure compatibility before going live with any online training courses.
If the student or teacher experiences repeated technical difficulties, the level of
frustration will mount such that it won't matter how exceptional the content is and the
student will disengage (DLRN-J: The Electronic Journal, 1998). The real future of
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technology in higher education, according to IS-enneth Green, founder and director of the
Campus Computing Project in Claremont, California, is a hybrid learning experience in
which technology more fully supplements training (Carlson and Everett, 2000).
Motivational Obstacles to Completing Online Courses
With current demands on employees's time due to corporate downsizing and
shifting workloads, motivation is an important obstacle to overcome. Lack of
reinforcement or incentives, self-efficacy issues, learner communication styles, and
learner preferences are examples of learner motivation obstacles.
Lack ofreinforcement/incentives. Eric Parks, president of Ask International,
compared the findings of a dozen studies conducted by separate organizational units over
two years. More than 90 % of respondents chose instructor-led training over online
training. When asked why, they said they preferred the classroom experience because the
chance to get away from their regular work and to learn and network with peers was a big
perk. The reason they dropped out of the online training was because that perk had been
taken away (Zielinski, 2000).
Kimberly Smithson, founder and president of the National Association for
Employee Recognition, suggests replacing traditional classroom perks with comparable
rewards for online training. "It's no secret that employees look forward to off-site
training," she says. "They get to leave the office and socialize with their peers.
Traditional training is equivalent to a kind of 'time off and usually includes free perks
like materials and lunch" (Ball, 2000, p. 1).
Smithson recommends reinforcing and rewarding the online training experience
with incentive-based, or learn and earn, online training that rewards learners with points
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that can be exchanged for brand name merchaµdise. The learn and earn incentives draw
the learner through the training with the promise ofpositive reinforcement both at
specific milestones and at the finish when the course is completed, putting the perks back
into the online training environment. The result can be higher test scores, improved
retention, and increased user satisfaction (Ball, 2000).
According to Ball, (2000), there had better be something in it for the participants
or you are going to have disgruntled employees on your hands. Taking a couple hours of
a work day or family time at home will likely be considered an imposition. In incentive
based online training, learners can complete courses at their own pace, on their own time,
and get something for it. Offering points to reinforce certain behavior is not a new
concept. Credit cards, airlines, Web sites, and other outlets offer points, miles, or
discounts to drive buying decisions.
Ira Kasdan, Vice-president, Employee Marketing, Carlson Marketing Group
believes the most pressing issue in the e-leaming world is motivating employees to
actually take and complete courses. Employees at Carlson Marketing Group who
complete training courses online are immediately recognized with a recognition
certificate called a Bravo. The supervisor also instantly receives notice of the employee's
accomplishment. Bravos can be redeemed for rewards such as frequent flier miles and
gift certificates. Kasdan says, "Linking onJine reinforcement with e-leaming offers
companies a significant new capability that can take them a long way in their efforts to
build a well-trained, highly engaged workforce" ("VuePoint and Carlson Marketing
Group", 2000, p. 1).
Some companies give merchandise or small cash awards upon evidence of
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completing self-paced course work. Other companies endow company-created
associate's, bachelor's, master's or even Ph.D. degrees for completing various levels of
an online curriculum. They stamp graduates' business cards with internal degrees earned,
and make the diploma a part of personnel records (Zielinski, 2000).
Leamer self-efficacy. Kenneth Brown, a student at Michigan State University,
examining learner control research because of the trend toward Web-based training
(WBT), developed a theory about how trainees use control during such training, and
subsequently tested his theory (Brown, 1999). The theory emphasized trainee motivation
and suggests that learner goals, attitudes toward the content, self-efficacy for learning the
content, and self-efficacy for using the technology are a precursor to two critical choices
trainees must make during training: (a) strategy and (b) effort. These choices in turn
influence knowledge gain and post-training attitudes such as self-efficacy for applying
training back at work (Brown, 1999).
Learner communication style and preferences. "Indeed, students enrolled in
online classes face some ofthe toughest challenges 2!51 century education has to offer,"
says Sarah Boehle, after just completing her first online course. "For some students, it's
not as easy to express themselves in an online discussion as it would be in a classroom. It
takes more time, thought and energy to put one's ruminations in writing than it does
simply to raise one's hand in class" (Boehle, 2000, p. 66). VuePoint CEO and founder
Ara Ohanian, states in ("VuePoint and Carlson," 2000, p. 2), "You may have the best e
learning software in the world, but it's not effective unless people use it."
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CHAPTERIII

METHODOLOGY
Subjects
The subjects were a population of the employees of the United States Department
of Energy (DOE) who have had access to and have participated in online courses offered
by the agency's Online Learning Center (OLC). At the time the survey was conducted,
OLC personnel indicated there were 1,184 employees who had accessed the OLC and
approximately 500 employees who had attempted to take an online course. The OLC is
not only a repository for online courses, but also a career center where employees can
access information and tools that can assist in career development, a community center
for sharing and collaborating with peers, and a conference center where employees can
work together on work-related topics.
Initially, the study was to be conducted with only the agency employees who had
accessed the OLC system. The study survey was to be distributed to them via the OLC e
mail system. However, a technical malfunction ofthe OLC e-mail system prevented this
method of distribution. Consequently, the only alternative to ensuring the study
instrument was distributed to the appropriate population was to use the agency-wide e
mail system, DOECAST, which reaches all agency employees (approximately 15,000
people). The DOECAST contained information about the study and directed employees
to the Web address where the study survey instrument resided. It was left to the
discretion of each agency field/operations office whether or not to forward the
DOECAST e-mail to its employees. There was at least one field/operations office that
did not forward the DOECAST to its employees because they had not yet accessed the
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OLC system and one field/operations office t11at forwarded the DOECAST to only those
employees who had registered with the local training department for OLC access.

Instrument
The instrument used in the study was a questionnaire containing demographic
information about sex, age, level of education, position held, and number of years
employed with the Department of Energy, prefen-ed training delivery methods, and
statements indicating the degree to which they agreed or disagreed about their
experiences with online courses administered by the OLC. The questionnaire included
questions about DOE online training pertaining to these areas of concern: 1) environment,
2) course design, 3) technology issues, and 4) learner motivation.
Design
The study instrument design was a one-shot survey accessible by each subject in
the population. The limiting factor was the uncertainty of reaching all appropriate
subjects via the DOECAST e-mail system. The questions were created based on a review
of other survey instruments concerning online courses and comments from a vanel of
DOE subject matter experts regarding the DOE OLC system. The survey form was
designed using the guidelines described by Bimbrauer (1996) which are: (a) determine
what you want to find out, (b) use a written comment (optional), (c) design the form so
that reactions can be tabulated and quantified, (d) make forms anonymous to obtain
honest responses, and (e) allow trainees to write additional comments not covered by
questions that were designed to be tabulated and quantified. Bimbrauer (1996) suggests
it is best to use a questionnaire with a binary response for tabulating and qualifying.
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"Determine what to measure and then phrase t_he questions so they restrict themselves to a
specific item. It is well worth it to take the time and make the effort to design the fonn so
that the infonnation collected will be honest and insightful."
The survey was available online using a University of Tennessee Web site. The
Web address was made available to the respondents in the DOECAST sent to the agency
employees. The first page of the Web site informed the subjects they could also print a
Portable Document Format (PDF) version of the survey, complete it in pen, and either
mail it to the address given on the Web page or fax it to a fax number.
Procedure
The questionnaire was designed in the June 2001 time frame . The subjects were
intended to be a census of trainees who had either completed or attempted to complete an
online course administered by the DOE OLC from September 2000 to May 2001. The
respondents were asked in the DOECAST for their paiticipation in the study and given a
week to respond. The DOECAST provided the respondents with the Web address which
contain~d the online survey (see Appendix A), the consent form (Appendix B) and a PDF
version of the survey (see Appendix C). The first page of the survey Web site showed the
consent form containing information about the study and also a confidentiality clause.
The subjects were given access to the online questionnaire during the July 15 - 23 time
frame.

Data ColJection/Analysis
The online survey was stored on a University of Tennessee Web site. The results
of each questionnaire were transmitted automatically to a university Web server when the
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"Submit" button at the end of each online que§tionnaire was clicked. The Web developer
did not make it mandatory that all questions be answered in order for the survey to be
submitted, therefore, some questions were not answered by the survey respondents. The
data, in tab-delimited form, was directed to a Microsoft® Excel file and also to the Web
developer's e-mail account at the university. The Web developer programmed all survey
results to be sent to an e-mail account as a backup in the event the Web server failed. The
network on which the Web site was managed experienced technical problems on July 16 17 which resulted in having to use the e-mailed survey results for those two days. The e
mails for those days were f01warded to the graduate student, who manually input them
into a Microsoft® Excel spreadsheet. The data entry was witnessed by a third party to
ensure the reliability of the data entry. Once data entry was complete, all data was
downloaded from the Microsoft® Excel file into a Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS®) software file for statistical analysis.
A total of 198 surveys were received. There were 132 surveys received online
and 63 surveys received from the forwarded e-mails. One survey was received via the
United States Postal Service and two surveys via fax. The fax machine malfunctioned so
those two surveys were illegible and not used in the study. There were 59 surveys
excluded from the total number of valid returns because respondents had answered they
had never accessed an OLC course. The number of surveys used for the study was 137.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Of the 198 surveys collected, 137 surveys were used for the data analysis because
the original design of the study was delimited to only those participants who had started
at least one OLC online course. The tables in this chapter will not always show a sample
total of 137 due to a few respondents leaving some questions blank.
Since the DOE Headquarters Training Department estimated 1, 184 agency
employees had accessed the OLC at least once and approximately 500 employees had
attempted an online course, statistically, this means that approximately 27 percent of
agency employees who had attempted an online course at least once participated in the
study.

Demographic Analysis
Frequencies were performed on the demographic results obtained from the
respondents. Of the 137 surveys, 65 (48.1%) were male, 70 (51.9%) were female. Two
respondents did not indicate their gender. The age demographics were broken down as
34 (25 %) respondents aged 40 or younger, 47 (35 %) respondents aged 41 -50, and 55 (40
%) respondents aged 51 or older. One respondent did not indicate their age. Table 1

shows 58 (42.3%) of the respondents reported they had taken or started one OLC course,
61 (44.5%) had taken or started 2-4 OLC courses, 9 (6.6%) had taken or started 5-7 OLC
courses, and 9 (6.6%) had taken or started more than 7 OLC courses.
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Table l. Number of OLC courses taken or started.
Frequency

Valid Percent

58

42.3

2-4

61

44.5

5-7

9

6.6

Over7

9

6.6

137

100.0

Response

Total

Table 2 shows there were 64 (61.5%) respondents who started and did not
complete one course, 37 (35.6%) who started and did not complete 2 - 4 courses, 3
(2.9%) who started and did not complete 5 - 7 coµrses.
The OLC staff indicated completion of the course evaluation is necessary to
receive credit for a course so one of the survey questions asked respondents if they
completed a course and did not complete the course evaluation. Table 3 shows that of
those who completed a course, but not the course evaluation, the response was 28
(25.9%). Eighty respondents (74.1 %) completed a course and the evaluation.
Table 2. Number of OLC courses started but not completed.
Frequency

Valid Percent

64

61.5

2-4

37

35.6

5-7

3

2.9

104

100.0

Response

Total
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The reasons for not completing the evc1luation are shown in Table 4. Twelve
respondents (11.7%) answered the reason they did not complete the evaluation was
because they could not find the evaluation, 7 (6.8%) stated the evaluation was too long
for the course content, 8 (7.8%) did not want to fill out the evaluation, l (1.0%) said the
evaluation was confusing, 20 (19.4%) said they did not fill out the evaluation because
they exited the course prematurely by mistake, and 55 (53.4%) answered there was
another reason why they didn't complete the evaluation.
The majority ofrespondents (42.6%) heard about the OLC online courses through
an e-mail message. Additionally, 22.1 % ofrespondents heard about the OLC online
courses through face-to-face conversation (see Table 5).
Of those who answered the question where did they take the majority of the online
courses, the majority of the respondents, 114 (86.4%), took an OLC course at a DOE
facility while 16 (12.1 %) took an online course at home and 2 (1.5%) took a course at
some other location (see Table 6).
Table 3. Courses completed, but evaluation not completed.
Frequency

Valid Percent

Completed Course, but did not
complete evaluation

28

25.9

Completed Course and did fill out
evaluation

80

74.1

108

100.0

Response

Total

25

Table 4. Reasons for not completing the course evaluation.
Response

Frequency

Valid Percent

12

11.7

b) The evaluation was too long for the course
content

7

6.8

c) I didn' t want to fill out the evaluation

8

7.8

d) The evaluation was confusing

1

1.0

e) It was a mistake, I exited the course
prematurely because I clicked the wrong button

20

19.4

f) Other

55

53.4

103

100.0

a) I couldn't find the evaluation

Total

Table 5. How respondents heard about the OLC online courses.
Response

Frequency

Valid Percent

30

22.1

5

3.7

E-mail message

58

42.6

Agency intranet

14

10.3

Agency memo

11

8.1

4

2.9

14

10.3

136

100.0

Face to face conversation
Telephone conversation

Agency newsletter
Other
Total

Table 6. Where respondents took the majority of the OLC courses.
Response
At home
At a DOE facility
At some other location
Total

26

Frequency

Valid Percent

16

12.1

114

86.4

2

1.5

132

100.0

The survey asked the respondents to indicate all the reasons they took an online
course and were allowed to respond to more than one reason. There were 76 responses to
skills training for their current job as a reason for taking online courses. There were 28
responses indicating mandatory or compliance training as the reason for taking online
courses. Twenty-six respondents indicated it was because of promotion opportunities.
There were 9 responses indicating it was for recognition. There were 56 responses
indicating the reason for taking online courses was for future goals and 44 responses
indicating they took the courses for other reasons (see table 7).
Respondents were asked their preferred training delivery method. Their responses
were rated on a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 indicating "prefer," 3 indicating "neutral," and 5
indicating "don't prefer." Means were run on the learner's preferences. Table 8 shows
the preferred method of training delivery was the Instructor-led method with a mean of
4.032. College courses were the second most preferred method with a mean of 3.9015.
Online courses, as a preferred method, had a mean of 3 .5238, which is an indicator that
the preference is high for taking online courses and above other methods such as
conferences (mean = 3.5000), CD-ROM (mean = 3.3604), self-study (mean = 3.1866),
video (mean= 2.9219), WEB conferences (2.6471), and satellite conferences (mean=
2.5259).
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Table 7. Why respondents participaled in taking OLC online courses.
Frequency

Valid Percent

Mandatory/compliance training

28

20.4

Skills training for my current job

76

55.5

Promotion opportunities

26

19.0

Recognition

9

6.6

Future goals

56

40.9

Other

44

32.1

Response

Table 8. Leaming preferences for training delivery.
N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Instructor-led training

131

1'.00

5.00

4.0320

1.0333

College/university/technical school
classes

132

1.00

5.00

3.9015

1.0903

Online courses on the Internet

126

1.00

5.00

3.5238

1.1434

Local or state conference or seminar

124

1.00

5.00

3.5000

1.0782

CD-ROM courses

111

1.00

5.00

3.3604

1.1102

Self-study courses (ie. manuals,
textbooks)

134

1.00

5.00

3.1866

1.2334

37

1.00

5.00

3.0541

.4682

Video presentations

128

1.00

5.00

2.9219

1.1197

Web-based conferences

102

1.00

5.00

2.6471

1.1401

Satellite conferences

116

1.00

5.00

2.5259

1.1303

Response

Other
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Four F:J,ctors
Significant Obstacles
Overall, table 9 shows the factors identified in order of highest mean to lowest
mean. A five point Likert-type scale was used to rank the factors. A mean of 3.0 is
considered neutral. Those factors that show a mean above 3.0 are considered to have had
an impact in being able to complete the online courses. A mean less than 3.0 is
considered to be not as influential in completing the online courses. All four factors
showed a mean of above 3 .0, which is considered influential. Therefore, all four
obstacles for completing online courses identified in this study of the DOE OLC are
considered influential.
Table 10 shows the survey questions as they are categorized into the four factors.
The questions in this section of the survey were developed from a combination of the
review of literature, assessments of other survey instruments, and input from subject
matter experts at the DOE. They were written in statement form and the study
respondents were asked to indicate the degree to which they agreed or disagreed with the
statement as it pertained to their OLC online course experience. A five point Likert-type
scale was used to record the responses, with a 1 indicating strongly agree, a 3 being
neutral, and a 5 indicating the respondent strongly disagreed with the statement.
Table 9. Factor rankings.
Factor

N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Design

137

1.67

4.89

3.4745

.6903

Motivation

137

1.92

4.62

3.2549

.5512

Technology

137

1.00

4.88

3.1779

.8298

Environment

137

1.58

4.67

3.1271

.5703
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Table 10. Survey questions and the factor means.
Question
Number

Factor

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Factor 1 - Design
20

The length of most courses was appropriate for the course
content.

3.3796

1.0581

27

Overall, the quality of the text used in the course(s) was
generally good.

3.7956

.9086

28

Overall, the quality of the graphics used in the course(s) was
generally good.

3.8759

.9583

29

Overall, the quality of the audio used in the course(s) was
generally good.

3.6642

.8852

30

Overall, the quality of the video used in the course(s) was
generally good.

3.6569

.8865

31

The navigation between each lesson in the online courses was
logical and easy to follow.

3.2336

1.2021

32

Most courses were interesting and engaging.

3.4672

1.0782

33

Some courses caused me to lose interest because of the way they
were designed.

2.8686

1.1429

45

On most courses, I was able to bookmark my training sessions
and return to the same spot later.

3.3285

1.2840

\

Factor 2 - Environment
14

My supervisor/team leader encouraged me to schedule time to
take the online course(s) during working hours.

3.2117

1.3743

15

My supervisor/team leader encouraged me to schedule time to
take the online course(s) after working hours.

2.5547

1.0976

16

Noise, interruptions, or distractions in the vicinity where I took
the online course(s) affected my ability to complete the
course(s).

2.6642

1.2324

17

Work demands/responsibilities affected my ability to complete
the online course(s) while at work.

2.1898

1.1853

18

Home demands/responsibilities affected my ability to complete
the online course(s) while at home.

2.7372

1.2204

19

Not being able to schedule enough time to take the course
affected my ability to complete the online course(s).

2.5328

1.2370

30

Table 10. Survey questions and the factor me~ns (continued).
Question
Number

Factor

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Factor 2 - Environment (continued)
21

The lack of interaction with peers/co-workers during training
affected my ability to complete the online course.

3.6861

1.2233

22

The lack of interaction with an instructor during training
affected my ability to complete the online course.

3.4380

1.3109

23

I received sufficient instrnctions on how to use the OLC system
prior to taking my first online course.

3.0803

1.3452

24

I was informed before taking the course that the course
evaluation must be completed before I would get credit for the
course.

3.6715

1.3510

35

Where available, the course exercises and/or tests provided
helpful feedback in learning the subject content.

3.7080

1.0513

55

I feel my supervisor/team leader wll support me if I take more
OLC online courses.

4.0511

1.1069

Factor 3 - Technology
37

I had easy access to technical support personnel when taking
the OLC online course(s).

2.6058

1.1717

38

I had compatibility problems between my computer equipment
and the OLC computer equipment.

3.3431

J.2802

39

I had problems getting connected to the OLC Web site online
course(s).

3.1241

1.3744

40

I had problems staying connected to the OLC Web site onJine
course(s).

3.3066

1.3909

41

I often had to wait for the screens to change (delayed uploads)
while taking an online course.

2.7080

1.2612

42

My computer often disconnected from the OLC Web site when
waiting for sreens to change.

3.4745

1.2781

43

The video on my online course(s) sometimes skipped while
taking an online course.

3.4672

1.1184

44

The audio on my online course(s) sometimes garbled while
taking an online course.

3.3942

1.1463

31

Table 10. Survey questions and the factor means (continued).
Question
Number

Factor

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Factor 4 - Motivation

56

I would access the OLC more if I were given additional training
on how to use its available products and services.

2.6204

1.3347

25

I completed all course evaluations promptly after completing
each course.

3.3066

1.3036

26

I didn' t complete the evaluation on some courses.

3.0073

1.2862

34

Where available, I completed all course exercises and/or tests.

3.6496

1.1918

46

Having the OLC online courses available 24 hours per day, 7
days per week encouraged me to take the courses.

3.5839

1.2640

47

DOE offered incentives for taking the OLC online training
courses.

2.489 1

1.4303

48

I received Continuing Education Units (CEU) credits for taking
some of the online courses.

2.5620

.9304

49

Before my first online course, I was apprehensive about taking
online training.

3.6642

1.2619

50

After taking an online courses(s), I am no longer apprehensive
about taking online courses.

3.2847

1.0843

51

I can use what I learned from the online course(s) with my
present position.

3.7372

1.0865

52

I can use what I learned from the online course(s) for my future
goals.

3.7737

1.1 114

53

I plan to take more online courses during working hours.

3.7153

1.254 1

54

I plan to take more online courses after working hours.

2.9197

1.3883

32

Demographic Differences
Multivariate Analysis of Variance tests (MANOVAs), specifically the Wilks'
Lambda, were run to test demographic differences within the four factors. The
MANOVAs found no significant differences in most of the demographics. However, a
slightly significant difference was found with regard to age and environment.
Table 11 shows the MANOVA found no significant differences with position held
within the DOE and the four factors (F(l2,315.136) = .784, p = .667). Similarly, it shows
no significant differences between number ofyears worked with the Department of
Energy and the four factors (F(20,415.528)

= .608, p = .908), no significant differences

between education and the four factors (F(8,238) = .981, p = .451), and no significant
differences found with regard to gender and the four factors (F(4,130) = 1.662, p = .163).
Table 11 shows the only significant difference found was with age and the four factors
(F(8,260) = 3.230, p = .002).
Age and Environmental Obstacles
There were differences between age and environment (see Table 12). Of the four
factors that differed by age, environment (p = .003) differed the most. An Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) was run to show that among the 40 or younger age group,
environment issues were significantly higher (p

= .002) than the 41-50 age group, but

there were no significant differences between the 40 or younger age group and the 51 or
older age group (p = .101) or between the 41-50 age group and the 50 or older age group
(p = .216). The results indicate that environment issues are less of an issue with the 41 50 age group (see Table 13). This could be in part because the 40 or younger age group
could still have young children at home on whom they expend a lot of time and energy.
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One could also speculate that the 40 or younger ag'e group could be involved with
building their careers during this time by attending college courses and/or participating in
professional organizations. More studies will need to be run to determine the reasons for
the differences among this age group.
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Table 11. Demographics and the four factors ..
a. Position and four factors.
Effect

Value

F

Hypothesis df

Error df

Sig.

Intercept

Wilks' Lambda

.020

1493.542

4.000

119.00

.000

POSITION

Wilks' Lambda

.925

.784

12.000

315.136

.667

Value

F

Hypothesis df

Error df

Sig.

b. Years worked for DOE and four factors.
Effect
Intercept

Wilks' Lambda

.022

1374.269

4.000

125.000

.000

YEARS
WORKED

Wilks' Lambda

.909

.608

20.000

4 15.528

.908

Value

F

Hypothesis df

Error df

Sig.

c. Education and four factors.
Effect
Intercept

Wilks' Lambda

.022

1326.892

4.000

119.000

.000

EDUCATION

Wilks' Lambda

.937

.981

8.000

238.000

.451

Value

F

Hypothesis df

Error df

Sig.

d. Gender and four factors.
Effect
In tercept

Wilks ' Lambda

.019

1649.600

4.000

130.000

.000

GENDER

Wilks' Lambda

.951

1.662

4.000

130.000

.163

Value

F

Hypothesis df

Error df

Sig.

e. Age and four factors.
Effect
Intercept

Wilks' Lambda

.021

1542.596

4.000

130.000

.000

AGE

Wilks' Lambda

.827

3.230

8.000

260.000

.002
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Table 12. Age and factor comparis?ns.
Type Ill
Sum of
Squa:, es

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

.519

2

.259

.566

.569

9.910E-02

2

4.955E-02

.161

.852

TECHNOLOGY

1.651

2

.826

1.194

.306

ENVIRONMENT

3.624

2

1.812

5.992

.003

Source

Dependent Variable

AGE

DESIGN
MOTIVATION

Table 13. Comparisons regarding environmental obstacles and age.
Dependent Variable
ENVIRONMENT

(I) AGE3

(J) AGE3

40 or younger

40 or younger:

41-50

Mean Difference (I-J)

Std. Error

Sig.

41-50

.4286

.1238

.002

51-older

.2459

.1200

.101

-.4286

.1238

.002

51-older

-.1828

.1092

.216

40 or younger

-.2459

.1200

.101

.1828

.1092

.216

40 or younger
41-50

51 or older

41-50
51-older
Based on observed means.
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Survey Responde_nts' Comments

In addition to providing answers to carefully designed survey questions intended

to identify obstacles at the DOE, survey respondents were also given an opportunity to
provide comments. The respondents were encouraged to provide additional feedback as a
means of expanding upon their answers to the survey questions or to provide any other
infom1ation they deemed relevant to online training. Many respondents provided
valuable comments regarding their experiences with online training as well as
suggestions and recommendations on ways to improve the delivery ofonline courses at
the DOE. The survey respondents' comments are reported in the following tables.
Design
Design was a significant issue about which study respondents provided several
comments. Many responded the course offerings did not seem focused, the navigation
was confusing, and the design was inflexible. Some respondents commented the design
seemed to be repetitive in the information presented (see Table 14). Design obstacles
include boring or text-heavy course material, delivery systems choices, unclear direction,
and lack of feedback.
Motivational
Respondents commented they see the convenience of online training, but still feel
the need for instructor interaction. The respondents also commented there was a lack of
feedback and user support for the online courses (see Table 15). The motivation
obstacles include lack of reinforcement or incentives, learner self-efficacy, and learner
communication style preferences.
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Technology
The comments regarding technology issues mostly dealt with screens freezing,
slow response time, waiting for courses to download, and being forced to start the course
again (see Table 16). Technology obstacles include media choice, network or bandwidth
overload, equipment and incompatibility.
Environmental
Respondents commented there was a lack of supervisor support for online
training, little or no time to dedicate to the online training, and too much noise to take the
OLC courses at their work stations (see Table 17). The respondents also commented the
marketing efforts for the OLC were not sufficient.' The environmental obstacles include
management support, noise, interruptions, distractions, work demands, time issues, social
interaction, and marketing.
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Table 14. Comments regarding course design obstacles.

It [OLC] is a hodgepodge of course offerings and does not seem focused on real needs.
Some of the graphics didn't match the text.
It appeared that some courses were repetitive with the information that was presented
in the lessons.
There should be clearer instructions when first entering the system on what the user is
supposed to do.
Job aids would be nice for all employees to have at their desk tops prior to getting on
the system.
At home I accessed the OLC and was impressed with everything except the content of
the course, which was useless. It was nothing more than value statements and
generalities.
The associated testing is equally beneficial, but navigation from study unit and even to
and from evaluation sections was very clumsy.
Another comment could be to be provided infonnation about how long a class should
take to complete before one starts it.
At first it was confusing navigating around the class.
Bookmarking should be easier, I had to start over several times and finally gave up.
Another comment would be to be provided information about how long a class should
take to complete before one starts it.
More people would participate in the OLC courses if more info were available and
there were a more organized effort to get the message out on 1) the training (how to
and accessibility) and 2) what courses are available with good descriptions.
The software classes were too inflexible. Even ifthere were more than one conect way
of executing the prqgram, the course would record an incorrect answer ifl didn't
follow exactly the method taught. Also, inconect answers were given if I went
exploring for the drop down window choices.
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Table 15. Comments regarding motivational·obstacles.
Online courses can be convenient and could be part of a comprehensive training
program, but they are not a substitute for the discussion and interchange between
students and instructor in a classroom setting.
Your [DOE's] support people [were] not helping any; they didn't go into any details
about what needed to be done.
I reported this [technical difficulties] via e-mail to the OLC staff but had no response.
I could not get into the OLC. When I asked for help, it was slow in coming and not
useful.
You all should have sent out an e-mail as to how to get logged on OLC right away.
Because that was not done, it took almost 4-6 months to start using the OLC training.
As a computer specialist, OLC refers calls to us when users experience problems. We
have not received any guidance or books to help us help our customers.

Table 16. Comments regarding technology obstacles.
I kept getting to a certain spot in the training then my PC would freeze. I would then
have to reboot my entire system.
Using the online system right now is extremely frustrating because the classes will not
down load and if they do, they lock up in about 5 minutes and I have been unable to
continue the class. I have waited as long as 15 minutes for what I think is a short class.
I have only started one course. It was the course on how to use the program. I am
stuck in it and cannot get out.
We cannot get the full effect of the training courses as we have firewall issues that
prevent some of the course content from coming through. Therefore, the course skips
part of the presentations and sometimes stops in the middle.
The most frustrating entity is that it takes 10-20 minutes to load the course, then 10-20
minutes to load each section of the course, and that is a favorable estimate of time.
I was discouraged every time the course froze up.
I could not access it through work because the server was busy.
The most frustrating entity is that it takes 10-20 minutes to load the course, then I 0-20
minutes to load each section of the course, and that is a favorable estimate of time.
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Table 17. Comments regarding environmental obstacles.
I have not been pem1itted to take any online courses.
My frustration is that my supervisor kept pulling me away from the online courses to
respond to workload. I had originally planned to take the course after hours, at home.
I found my home computer is inadequate to do that.
There was no knowledge nor encouragement from my supervisor.
Setting aside time to complete courses was biggest obstacle to learning the system and
getting these done. Too many distractions at home and at work.
I have not accessed the system and cannot imagine having the time with no
interruptions to complete any courses.
Continuous marketing and promotion of the OLC is essential, especially in the early
stages of deployment.
More people would participate in OLC courses if more info were available and there
were a more organized effort to get the message out on 1) the training (how to and
accessibility), and 2) what courses are available with good descriptions.
Although supervisors/team leaders do promote the online, and time bas been
designated, there is also a very high workload and the work must be done first.
I would like to take courses in the OLC, but unable to find time to do so.
Too many distractions at home and at work.
I feel that my work schedule and demands are too great for me to complete a course
during my normal work hours, too many interruptions, phone calls, e-mails and verbal
help requests happen during the day - even if the OLC was located in an area by itself
- I am sure if someone needed me, they would find me.
My DOE-supplied office is in a noisy environment, not conducive to extended periods
of concentration.
There doesn't seem to be time during the work day unless such time is sanctioned and
structured in.
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CHAPT.ER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary

The review of literature ~dentified four factors as obstacles to completion of online
training: 1) environment,~) course design, 3) technology issues, and 4) learner
motivation. The primary focus of this study was to determine the main factors deterring
completion of online courses among DOE employees, identify which factors were more
influential, and identify what other deterrents could be found in the survey respondents'
comments. The findings of this study indicate the DOE Online Learning Center (OLC) is
facing similar issues as those experienced by many organizations with respect to trainees
not completing online training. That is, companies are increasingly moving toward
offering online training as a method of delivering quality, timely training to employees,
but trainees are not always completing the courses and therefore are not achieving
effective transfer of training.
Companies and training experts agree the shelf life of training is becoming shorter
and the ability to improve knowledge, productivity, and accuracy among employees in a
timely manner can be imperative to the survival of the company. Online training can
provide a means to accomplish this, but the results of this relatively new training delivery
method are not always effective, as evidenced by the review ofliterature and the study
data.
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Conclu.sions

This study showed that over 61 percent of the respondents started but did not
complete at least one online course. The study looked at several aspects of employee
participation in DOE OLC courses as well as other things such as gender, age, position in
the agency (title), number of years with the agency, and education. The results indicated
that demographic characteristics had little impact on whether or not a person finished the
course. However, there was a slight significance with regard to age as it related to
environmental obstacles. The 40 and younger age group reported problems completing
online training due to environmental issues. The study data revealed that course design,
learner motivation, technology, and environmental issues were obstacles to completing
online courses.
Course design obstacles include boring or text-heavy course material, improper
choice of course delivery systems, unclear direction, and lack of feedback. Although
some of the respondents' comments regarding course design could be contributed to
insufficient training on course navigation, they could also be reflective ofpoorly designed
courses. Maneuvering through the online courses was a significant issue among
respondents as comments indicated some courses were difficult to navigate. Many
comments also addressed poor course content and improper use of graphics. The
researcher has these following recommendations for improving course design issues:
1.

Fom1 a committee or assign a responsible person to investigate courses for
good design.

2.

Poll users to determine what appeals to them in terms of course design.

3.

Try new courses out on a focus group in order to obtain feedback on
course design and content prior to deployment.
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4.

Hire a consultant with background experience in course design to provide
professional advice on the purchase or development of new courses.

5.

Train users on how to complete a course and what constitutes completion.

6.

Conduct thorough, documented, instructor-led training on the use of the
OLC system before allowing trainees access to the system.

7.

Do not allow trainees to access the online courses without proof of initial
training.

8.

Solicit feedback from trainees on why they did not complete a course and
also on what they liked and did not like about the course.

9.

Provide system and course documentation and/or training for support
personnel.

10.

If the system pennits, send a reminder to users who have bookmarked
their courses that a certain amount of time has elapsed and the course has
not been completed.

l 1.

Assign a support person for every online course and make that person's e
mail address and phone number readily available on a Web page preceding
the course.

12.

Ensure the assigned support person has some experience with the course.

13.

Respond quickly to users' calls for assistance.

14.

Always respond to users.

Motivation was another obstacle to completing online training for DOE
employees. Motivation obstacles include lack of reinforcement or incentives, problems
with learner self-efficacy, and incompatibilities with learner communication styles and
preferences. The respondents commented that they felt online courses were not a
substitute for the discussion and interchange between students and instructors in a
classroom setting. They felt they didn't receive the reinforcement they needed when
using the OLC system. The technical support personnel feel they need more
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documentation for the online courses so they t,an provide proper support to users. The
researcher's recommendations for improving motivation issues include:
1.

Give employees a chance to apply the knowledge they learned during the
training to ensure training transfer (ie. let them see results).

2.

Give rewards and recognition for completion of courses.

3.

Offer internal certification programs perhaps tied to salary.

4.

Give employees a choice of training method. Employees prefer and excel
at different training methods.

Technology proved to be another obstacle in this study and one that garnered
several comments. Technology obstacles include problems with media choice such as
audio or video, overload of the intranet network or bandwidth, and incompatibilities with
equipment. Many respondents said their computer would freeze, lock up, and have slow
response times. There were issues with the server such as computer system firewalls that
prevented the receipt and transmission or exchange of information. The following are the
researcher's suggested strategies for improving technology obstacles:
1.

Research the technical requirements for each course.

2.

Ensure each training station is technologically compatible with the OLC
server.

3.

Purchase only courses that are compatible with the available hardware and
communications equipment for training workstations.

4.

Use the latest technology available whenever possible.

Environmental obstacles were also another significant issue among DOE
employees and they include Jack of management support, issues with noise, interruptions
and distractions, incompatibility with workdemands, time constraints, lack of social
interaction, and improper marketing of courses. A few respondents indicated frustration
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due to perceived lack of management support.. This frustration may have led to lack of
motivation and desire to complete the training. Respondents indicated difficulty
scheduling time for completing the online courses. This could be due to supervisors not
making the training a priority for their employees. The researcher's suggested strategies
for improvement are:
1.

Obtain management support in the early stages of course development.

2.

Ensure senior management communicates support of online training to all
levels of supervision within the organization.

3.

Ensure supervisors encourage and support participants to both schedule
and complete training.

4.

Ensure members of management exhibit their support by participating in
online training themselves.

5.

Provide uninterrupted time to complete training courses at work.

6.

Provide a distraction-free environment at the user's desk where the
employee can take the training at a designated time.

7.

Provide a training workstation for the sole use of completing online
training.

8.

Arrange a work-at-home option for completing required courses.

9.

Offer a chat line, e-mail addresses, or phone numbers for peer and
instructor interaction on group courses.

Despite the reported obstacles that companies face, including the DOE, online
training appears to offer several advantages, and when implemented correctly can
produce effective results. The challenge facing the DOE and other companies is to
accurately identify the obstacles to completing online training and develop effective
solutions to overcome these obstacles.
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Recommendations for Further Research

Wlule this study identified the obstacles to completing online training at the DOE,
and the results were consistent with the information revealed in the review of literature,
there are several areas that warrant further research. For example, this study confirmed
that course design was an obstacle to completing online training, but the study did not
evaluate the effectiveness of specific aspects of course design. Further research should be
conducted to detennine what constitutes good course design. Similarly, additional
research should be conducted to further investigate, in detail, the various aspects of each
of the four obstacles in terms of how companies can mitigate these obstacles. Age proved
to be a significant factor with respect to the environmental obstacles. This significance
could be looked at more closely. Further research could also be conducted on the survey
instrument to test the validity and reliability of the instrument itself.
A final recommendation for further research is to determine how administrators
and designers of online courses and systems can best involve personnel from all affected
organizations in every phase of the process from conceptualization to design, to
procurement, and finally to testing and deployment of online courses. For example,
computer systems security, information systems, customer service support, and human
resources are all organizations that can be affected by the use of online courses and
should be consulted prior to implementation of this training method. Perhaps researchers
will find that allowing users to communicate what works and what doesn't will have a
significant impact on how employees complete online training and ultimately the success
of those training systems. After all, employees are the ultimate customers of online
training systems.
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APPENDIX A
Survey Instrument
(paper version)
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Obstacles to Completion of Online Courses
Questions 1 - 13 are direct questions. Please mark the answer box O indicating your answer.

l. What is your gender?

0
0

Male
Female

2. What is your age?
0
Less than 20 years
0
20-25
0
26-30
0
31-35
0
36-40
0
41-45
0
46-50
0
51-55
0
56-60
0
61 -65
0
Over 65
3. What is your highest level of education?
0
Some high school
0
High school diploma or equivalent
0
Some college
0
Associates degree
0
College or university degree
0
Graduate or professional degree
4. Which position best describes yours?
0
Administrative
0
Customer Service
0
IT or Technical
0
Professional (except IT)
0
Management (executive, manager, supervisor, team leader)
0
Other
5. How many years have you worked for DOE?
0
Less than 1 year
0
1-5 years
0
6- 10 years
0
11-15 years
0
16-20 years
0
More than 20 years
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6. Where do you perform the majority of your job? (Mark one)
0
At home
•
At a DOE facility
0
0
While on travel
0
While on detail to another office
0
At some other location
7. Where did you take the majority of the OLC course(s)? (Mark one)
At home
0
At a DOE facility
0
0
While on travel
0
While on detail to another office
0
At some other location

8. On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 indicating Prefer and 5 indicating Don't Prefer, how do you feel about the
following training delivery methods?
1
Prefer

Instructor-led training
Local or state conference or seminar
College/university/technical school classes
Self-study courses (ie. manuals, textbooks)
Video presentations
Satellite conferences
Online courses on the Internet
Web-based conferences
CD ROM courses
Other

2

0
0

0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

3
Neutral

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

9. How did you first hear about the OLC online courses? (Mark one)
0
Face-to-face conversation
0
Telephone conversation
0
E-mail message
0
Agency intranet
0
Agency memo
0
Agency newsletter
0
Other
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4

5

Don 't
Prefer

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
Not Experienced
(NIA)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

10. Prior to taking your first OLC course, did you receiye preliminary instructions on the following?:
(Mark yes or no for each item)
Yes
No
0
0
I received no instructions (If you received no instructions, go to next question)
0
0
How to search for courses in the OLC catalog
0
0
How long it would take to finish the course
0
0
How to bookmark the course so you could come back to it
0
0
How to obtain a course transcript
0
0
What was considered a passing grade
0
0
What constituted a finished course (ie. completing the evaluation form)
0
0
Where to find the evaluation form
0
0
Who to contact for course content help
0
0
Who to contact for technical help
0
0
How to exit the course
11. Approximately how many OLC courses have you have taken or at least started?
0
1
0
2-4

0

5-7

0

Over7

12. Approximately how many OLC courses have you started but not completed?
0

1

0
0
0

2-4
5-7
Over?

13. On any of the courses you ' ve taken, did you complete the course and not complete the evaluation?
(Mark yes or no)
No
Yes

0

0
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Questions 14 - 56 are statements.

On each of the following statements, mark the answer box indicating
the extent to which you agree or disagree with the statemen t as it
pertains to your Department of E nergy Online Learning Center
online course experience(s).
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If the statement does not applv to your online course experience(s),
indicate that in the appropriate answer box.
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14.

My supervisor/team leader encouraged me to schedule time to take
the online course(s) during working hours.

0

0

0

0

0

0

15.

My supervisor/ team leader encouraged me to schedule time to take
the online course(s) after working hours.

0

0

0

0

0

0

16.

Noise, interruptions, or distractions in the vicinity where I took the
online course(s) affected my ability to complete the course(s).

0

0

0

0

0

0

17.

Work demands/responsibilities affected my ability to complete the
online course(s) while at work.

0

0

0

0

0

0

18.

Home demands/responsibilities affected my ability to complete the
online course(s) while at home.

0

0

0

0

0

0

19.

Not being able to schedule enough time to take the course
affected my ability to complete the online course(s).

0

0

0

0

0

0

20.

The length of most courses was appropriate for the course content.

0

0

0

0

0

0

21.

The lack of interaction with peers/co-workers during training
affected my ability to complete the online course.

0

0

0

0

0

0

22.

The lack of interaction with an instructor during training affected
my ability to complete the online course.

0

0

0

0

0

0

23.

I received sufficient instructions on how to use the OLC system
prior to taking my first online course.

0

0

0

D

0

0

24.

I was informed before taking the course that the course evaluation
must be completed before I would get credit for the course.

0

0

0

0

0

0

25.

I completed all course evaluations promptly after completing each
course.

0

0

0

0

0

0

26.

I didn't complete the evaluation on some courses.

0

0

0

0

0

0
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On each of the following statements, place an X in the answer box
indicating the extent to which you agree'or disagree with the
statement as it pertains to your Department of Energy Online
Learning Center online course experience(s).
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If the statement does not applv to your online course experience(s),
indicate that in the appropriate answer box.
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27.

Overall, the quality of the text used in the course(s) was generally
good.

0

0

0

0

0

0

28.

Overall, the quality of the graphics used in the course(s) was
generally good.

0

0

0

0

0

0

29.

Overall, the quality of the audio used in the course(s) was
generally good.

0

0

0

0

0

0

30.

Overall, the quality of the video used in the course(s) was
generally good.

0

0

0

0

0

0

31.

The navigation between each lesson in the online courses was
logical and easy to follow.

0

0

0

0

0

0

32.

Most courses were interesting and engaging.

0

0

0

0

0

0

33.

Some courses caused me to lose interest because of the way they
were designed.

0

0

0

0

0

0

34.

Where available, I completed all course exercises and/or tests.

0

0

0

0

0

0

35 .

Where available, the course exercises and/or tests provided helpful
feedback in learning the subject content.

0

0

0

0

0

0

36.

I had easy access to an ins tructor or tutor when taking the OLC
online course(s).

0

0

0

0

0

0

37.

I had easy access to technical support personnel when taking the
OLC online course(s).

0

0

0

0

0

0

38.

I had compatibility problems between my computer equipment
and the OLC computer equipment.

0

0

0

0

0

0

39.

I had problems getting connected to the OLC Web site online
course(s).

0

0

0

0

0

0

40.

I had problems staying connected to the OLC Web site online
course(s).

0

0

0

0

0

0
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On each of the following statements, place an X in the answer box
indicating the extent to which you agrec'or disagree with the
statement as it pertains to your Department of Energy Online
Learning Center online course experience(s).
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If the statement does not applv to your online course experience(s),
indicate that in the appropriate answer box.
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41.

I often had to wait for the screens to change (delayed uploads)
while taking an online course.

0

0

0

D

0

0

42.

My computer often disconnected from the OLC Web site when
waiting for screens to change.

0

D

0

0

0

0

43.

The video on my online course(s) sometimes skipped while taking
an online course.

0

0

0

0

0

0

44.

The audio on my online course(s) sometimes garbled while taking
an online course.

0

0

0

0

0

0

45.

On most courses, l was able to bookmark my training sessions and
return to the same spot later.

0

0

0

0

0

0

46.

Having the OLC online courses available 24 hours per day, 7 days
per week encouraged me to take the courses.

0

0

0

0

0

0

47.

DOE offered incentives for taking the OLC online training
courses.

0

0

0

0

0

0

48.

I received Continuing Education Units (CEU) credits for taking
some of the online courses.

0

0

0

0

0

0

49.

Before my first online course, I was apprehensive about taking
online training.

0

0

0

0

0

0

50.

After taking an online course(s), I am no longer apprehensive
about taking online courses.

0

0

0

0

0

0

51.

I can use what I learned from the onhne course(s) w-ith my present
position.

0

0

0

0

0

0

52.

I can use what I learned from the online course(s) for my future
goals.

0

0

0

0

0

0

53.

I plan to take more online courses during working hours.

0

0

0

0

0

0

54.

I plan to take more online courses after working hours.

0

0

0

0

0

0
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On each of the following statements, place an X in the answer box
indicating the extent to which you agree;or disagree with the
statement as it pertains to your Department of E nergy Online
Learning Center online course experience(s).
If the statement does not apply to your online course experience(s),
indicate that in the appropriate answer box.
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55.

I feel my supervisor/team leader will support me if I take more
OLC online courses.

0

0

0

0

0

0

56.

I would access the OLC more if I were given additiona l training
on how to use its available products and services.

D

0

0

0

0

0

Questions 57 - 59 are direct questions. Please mark the answer box O indicating your answer.
57. lfyou have taken a course and not completed the evaluation, please indicate why. (Mark all that apply)
0
I couldn't find the evaluation
0
The evaluation was too long for the course content
0
I didn't want to fill out the evaluation
0
The evaluation was confusing
It was a mi.stake, I exited the course prematurely because I clicked a wrong button.
0
0
Other
58. Indicate why you participated in taking the OLC online course(s). (Mark all that apply)
0
Mandatory/compliance training
0
Skills training for my current job
0
Promotion opportunities
0
Recognition
0
Future goals
0
Other
Question 59 has been requested by the OLC staff, but is not part of the study. Thank you for your
input.
59. The course desc1iptions in the OLC catalog were descriptive enough that I was able to quickly find the
online course(s) I wanted.
Yes
No
D
0

60

60. COMMENTS. Please use this space to add any comments you have about items on the survey
or to discuss other obstacles to completiilg the OLC online courses that were not covered on the
survey. This is your chance to tell management what works and what doesn ' t with online training.
Thank you.
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APPENDIXB
Informed Consent Form
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RESEARCH INTRODUCTION
SUBJECT: Energy Online Leaming Center Survey
RESEARCH PROJECT TITLE: Obstacles to Completion of Online Training Courses
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Darlene M. Southard, Graduate Student, College of Human Ecology,
Human Resources Development Department, University of Tennessee at Knoxville
DOE PROGRAM MANAGER: Tanya Luckett, Energy OLC Program Manager, Office ofTraining and
Human Resource Development, Department of Energy
INTRODUCTION
The University of Tennessee at Knoxville in Knoxville, Tennessee is supporting the DOE in conducting a
study to identify the obstacles to completing online training courses provided by the United States
Department ofEnergy (DOE) Online Leaming Center (OLC). This study is being done to fulfill the
requirements for a graduate degree by the principal investigator, Darlene Southard, at the University of
Tennessee as well as provide feedback to the Energy Online Leaming Center Program Manager for the
purpose of overcoming obstacles for employees completing.online courses. You are being asked to please
participate in this study by taking a survey. The results of the survey will be collected and used as pa11 of
Ms. Southard 's thesis as well as be provided to the DOE to affect a more successful OLC Program.
Research has indicated organizations all over the world are reporting the completion rates for online
training are running on the average of about 50 percent. There have been some data collected on the
obstacles to completing online training, but there have been few, if any, studies focused solely on
identifying these obstacles. By participating in this study, it is anticipated that your input on the survey
will be greatly valued by online training researchers as well as the online training community. This study
becomes your chance to tell management and course developers what works and what doesn't work with
online training.
Following this introduction is a Research Subject Informed Consent form for participants of the study. The
form is rather lengthy, but I am told eve1ything on the form is necessary. For those of you who wish to
participate in the study, a survey will be placed on the University of Tennessee Human Resource
Development department's Web site and will be available for you to access online. A Web address (URL)
will be sent to you via e-mail in a few days. If you do not wish to complete the survey online, but still wish
to participate in the study, you may print the survey, complete it, and mail it. You will be provided an
address where you can mail a printed copy in an e-mail informing you about the location of the online
survey.
Thank you in advance to those of you who choose to take the survey. The survey and ensuing thesis
represent the culmination of a lot of hard work toward completion of this graduate degree. Your
participation in the study is truly appreciated!
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RESEARCH SUBJECT INFORMED CONSENT FORJv{

PURPOSE OF THIS RESEARCH STUDY
You are being asked to participate in a research study designed to identify the obstacles to completing
online training courses provided by the United States Departmen t (DOE) of Energy Online Learning
Center (OLC).
PROCEDURES

You will complete a survey of 60 questions. The survey asks questions about your experiences as they
pertain to the DOE OLC online courses. The study is intended to identify obstacles to completing online
courses. There is additional space at the end of the survey for you to add comments about other obstacles
not included in the survey, but which you have experienced. The survey should take approximately 10 -

15 minutes to complete.
The answers to the questions will be analyzed using a statistical software package and results will be
included in my thesis in table form. The survey will be located on the University of Tennessee, College of
Human Ecology, Human Resource Development Department Web site. The Web address (URL) for the
survey will be sent via e-mail in a few days.
CONFIDENTIALITY
The survey is completely voluntary and you may choose not to take it or withdraw from the study at any
time w ithout penalty from your employer. There is no financial compensation for your participation in this
research. Your identity in this study will be treated as confidential. The results of the study, including any
data, may be inspected by the sponsor, the U.S. Department of Energy; by the University of Tennessee
Institutional Review Board; or by the principal researcher or may be published for scientific purposes, but
will not give your name or include any identifiable references to you. Since the survey is located on the
Web, there cannot be a guarantee that a hacker will not access the data and compromise confidentiality;
however, confidentiality will be guaranteed as best as reasonably possible.
Ownership, use, disposal, and documentation of the data will be retained by the DOE after completion of
the study. The researcher, Darlene Southard, will retain rights to the use of the data for completion of a
thesis and any ensuing published articles or further resear ch upon approval by the DOE.
PARTICIPATION
The return of the completed su rvey constitutes your consent to participation in the research study.
CONTACT INFORMATION
If you have an y questions about this study, please contact, Darlene Southard, at (865) 691-1149 or e-mail
at custsol(@bellsouth.net or Tanya Luckett, at (202) 287-1655 or e-mail at Tanva.Luckett@hg.doe.gov.
You may also contact the committee chair, Dr. Randal Pierce, Univers ity of Tennessee, at (865) 974-6132.
If you have any questions about access to the survey Web site (URL), please call D avid Hite, University of
Tennessee, at (865) 974-2574 or e-mail at davehite@botmail. com.
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APPENDIXC
First Page of
Online Survey Web Site
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/This is the Informed Consent form for the OLC survey. If you have
not read the Informed Consent form, please take the time to read
it before taking the survey. Thank you for your participation.

Consent Form:
RESEARCH INTRODUCTION
SUBJECT: Energy Online Learning Center Survey
RESEARCH PROJECT TITLE: Obstacles to Completion of Online Training Courses
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR : Darlene M. Southard, Graduate Student. College of Human Ecology,
Human Resources Development Department, University of Tennessee at Knoxville
DOE PROGRAM rMNAGER: Tanya Luckett, Energy OLC Program r~anager, Office of Training and
Human Resource Development, Department of Energy
INTRODUCTION
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VITA

Darlene McDaniel Southard was born in Knoxville, Tennessee. She began her
higher education studies at the University of Tennessee, studying Spanish with career
aspirations of living in Latin America or Spain and working as an interpreter, a dream she
held since her first Spanish class in third grade. After her daughter was born, she decided
to focus on a career in the United States. She attended the State Technical Institute, now
known as Pellissippi State Technical Community College, where she graduated with
honors with an Associate of Science degree in Computer Science. She also received
certification in Technical Supervision and pursued Associate of Science degrees in both
Marketing and Management Technology. With only a few classes remaining, she
decided to turn her focus to a Bachelor ofScience degree. She completed a Bachelor of
Science degree in Education with a concentration in Human Resource Development at the
University of Tennessee in 1995. She completed a Master of Science degree majoring in
Human Ecology with a concentration in Human Resource Development in 2001.
Ms. Southard has worked as a database manager and trainer since 1987. She has a
talent for training database users and has experience in purchasing, transportation,
accounting, and project management systems. She is a Certified Technical Trainer (CTT)
and is featured on the CTT+ certification video "Creadng a Successful Videotape,"
offered by the Computing Technology Industry Association (CompTIA), a company
specializing in instructor certification programs. She is also president of Custom
Solutions and Training, Inc., a database consulting and training company.
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